Honey Bird Feeder

- All you need is GELATIN, BIRD SEEDS and COOKIE CUTTERS
1. Combine 1 cup of honey and ¼ cup of boiling water and then mix until honey is dissolved.
2. Add ¾ cup (quantity may vary) of bird seed, mix everything together (it won’t solidify right away).
3. Take a scoop of your mixture and fill the cookie cutters with it, spreading the mixture and making thin layers. Make sure you filled the molds tightly.
4. Leave the molds for a few hours to solidify or put them in the fridge.
5. In the end, once it’s solidified, you can punch through a needle with string and hang a feeder on the tree.
Few Random Ideas for household objects.

- **Toilet Paper Roll**: Cover with peanut butter, then cover in bird seeds. Hang outside.

- **Pine Cone**: Same as toilet paper roll. Add peanut butter and bird seeds, then hang outside.

- **Orange**: Cut orange in half, then remove fruit. Add holes on opposite ends for hanging string and fill with bird seeds.

- **Plastic Water Bottle and Wooden Spoons**: Drill holes and place wooden spoons through them. Fill with bird seeds and hang outside.

- **Milk Carton and Wooden Chopstick**: Clean carton and cut open window on one side. Add wooden chopstick for perch.

- **Coffee Can and Dowel**: Remove lid, add dowel for perch. Hang can sideways with bird seeds.